Abstract

Focusing on the criminal law, I discuss three ways in which analytical philosophers might contribute to the development or health of the law (and of legal theory). The first is as humble under-labourers, who seek only to clarify legal rules and doctrines, but not to criticise them. This modest conception of the role of philosophy, however, proves to be untenable: clarification must become rational reconstruction—an attempt to make rational sense of the law; and rational reconstruction must involve at least an internal critique, which appraises the law in terms of ends, values or principles that the reconstruction discovers within the law. Such an internal critique must then also point beyond itself, to an external critique that appraises law in terms of the broader and deeper political and moral values by which states should be structured; the paper ends by noting some of the problems that such an external critique faces, and some of the problems that philosophers must face in trying to engage with the world of public policy.

1. Introduction

When Oliver Wendell Holmes said, in one of the most over- and mis-used quotations about law, that ‘[t]he life of the law has not been logic: it has been experience’,¹ he had a specific, limited target in mind. First, his concern was with what law is, not with what it ought to be:
‘[i]n order to know what it is, we must know what it has been, and what it tends to become’—we must know its history as a human practice, and the ways in which it is influenced by the ‘felt necessities of the time, the prevalent moral and political theories, intuitions of public policy, avowed or unconscious, even the prejudices which judges share with their fellow-men’. Second, as the reference to ‘moral and political theories’ makes clear, he did not take ‘logic’ to encompass all of philosophy. By ‘logic’ he meant ‘the syllogism’, and ‘the axioms and corollaries of a book of mathematics’: what he denied was that law as it is (or indeed, as both he and we might add, as it ought to be) can be derived from any set of general, abstract principles.

We can distinguish two familiar claims about the common law here. One concerns the internal structure of legal reasoning—that it is not typically a matter of applying determinate principles whose criteria of application can be identified and understood in advance of the particular cases to which they are to apply, or of conducting a calculus of costs and benefits; rather, it is a matter of case-by-case reasoning which operates by focusing on the particular case, and discerning relevant (dis)analogies and (dis)similarities between the instant case and other, precedent or imagined, cases. That claim is important, but is not our present concern. The second claim is more relevant to our present purposes, and concerns the relationship between law and what is external to law: we cannot begin with a pre-legal set of determinate principles or goals, identified independently of the historical context of the legal system to which they are to be applied, and then derive the law from them by a process of syllogistic reasoning or by any other familiar kind of logical deduction. The law is, and cannot (and should not?) but be, the product of a complexity of political, economic, social and personal factors that resist systematization into a system of rational deductions.

Contemporary legal theory offers versions of this claim. Philosophical analysis cannot by itself, theorists insist, interpret the law as it is: we can understand contemporary doctrines and
concepts only by attending to their history. Furthermore, ‘critically’ minded theorists argue, what such understanding reveals is not a rational structure of principles from which particular laws or decisions can be derived, but a mess of contradictions and ‘antinomies’, reflecting the deep fissures that underpin the law, which resist rational analysis or reconstruction. That is one challenge that philosophers of criminal law must face: to show what philosophy (as a discipline distinct from, though inevitably drawing on, history and sociology) can contribute to a critical analysis of law—critical analysis being analysis that takes seriously the law as it is, but that also subjects it to a normative critique which articulates the law as it ought to be.

There is another challenge that appeals to Holmes: a challenge that comes typically from practitioners who interpret his comment about ‘logic’ as a comment about any theoretical or philosophical approach to the law. As they portray it, Holmes’ contrast between ‘experience’ and ‘logic’ is one between practitioners who are steeped in the law, and theorists (especially philosophers) who vainly try to capture law within the formal structures of their rationalist discipline. The practitioners have experience, and do not need theory; they know how (how to argue or decide cases, how to apply the law) even if they do not have the kind of knowledge that, or why, that philosophers might seek (but which, they suspect, is unavailable as well as unnecessary); they have sound (because soundly trained) intuitions and common sense, which are acquired only by practice. Philosophers, by contrast, know little or nothing of the practice of law, and whatever sense they have is far from common. They may be adept at constructing wonderfully complex theories, in which abstract terms are set in neatly ordered relations, and conclusions flow smoothly from axioms and principles: but those theories float free from the (‘real’) in which actual law is made and applied, and have nothing to offer that actual law—they cannot illuminate it, nor can they generate any useful critique of it.

It might be tempting to dismiss this picture as a caricature that expresses the notorious British mistrust of ‘intellectuals’, and the anti-theoretical attitude that that mistrust generates.
But philosophers have sometimes invited such a dismissive portrayal in the way they theorise the law: they have sometimes been prone, for instance, to offer analyses of legal concepts that pay no serious attention to their legal role—as if a concept’s meaning could be independent of its use in particular human practices; or to offer normative principles without adequately attending to the character of law as a human institution set within a political context. Whilst (some) legal practitioners might be too quick to dismiss philosophy and its practitioners as irrelevant to their concerns, (some) philosophers have been too slow to recognise that those who would do ‘philosophy of X’ must first make sure that they have an adequate grasp of X.

What then can a properly informed philosophical approach to the law, one informed by a grasp of the actualities and contingencies of the law, offer to those who practice law as judges or lawyers, or those who administer the law as officials, or those involved in making the law as civil servants, policy makers and legislators (and on any plausible view judges)? What can such a philosophical approach offer citizens who take an educated interest in what purports to be their law? Part of philosophy’s contribution is of course to educate those who will become practitioners, officials, civil servants, policy makers and legislators (and citizens): to educate them not about the law itself, but in the ‘transferable skills’ that make philosophy graduates such usefully (albeit not always conveniently) critical members of whatever organisations they join. Our concern here, however, is with the kind of direct impact that philosophers of law should aspire to have on ‘the life of the law’.

I will focus here on the criminal law, and discuss three ways in which philosophers could contribute to it. The first is the most modest kind of under-labouring, which seeks to analyse, but not to question, legal concepts, rules and doctrines. The second is more ambitious, since it takes a more critical approach to the law as it is; but its critique remains an internal one which criticises the law in terms of ends, values or principles that can be discerned within the law as it is. The third is more ambitious yet, since it subjects the law to external critique—a critique
that appeals to ends, values and principles grounded in political or moral theory rather than in the law itself. Some such critique is, I will argue, essential; but the questions of what form it can properly take, and of how it can be grounded, are notoriously difficult.

2. From Under-Labourer to Internal Critic

Locke’s underlabourer was ‘employed … in clearing the ground a little, and removing some of the rubbish that lies in the way of our knowledge’. Now underlabourers might be thought to be both humble (as Locke portrayed himself) and heteronomous: they are the servants of the ‘master-builders whose mighty designs … will leave lasting monuments to the admiration of posterity’; whilst their task is to clear the rubbish, it is for the master-builder rather than for the underlabourer to decide what counts as ‘rubbish’ and as ‘clearing the ground’. On such a view, the philosopher’s task is modestly important, but extremely limited. In relation to law, philosophers (at least, those of an analytical persuasion) might properly be asked to provide analyses of problematic concepts—either of extra-legal concepts which are used in or adapted by the law, or of specifically legal concepts; but they will follow a deferential version of the slogan that meaning is use, and seek only to explain the concept as it is actually used by the practitioners of the game of law. They might be asked to clarify ideas, principles, doctrines, or to help with the formulation of statutory definitions and specifications (exercising some of those transferable skills that, we assure our students, will make them employable); but since philosophy ‘leaves everything as it is’, it will not be their job to try to influence the law or its development (any more than it would be proper for the underlabourer to seek to influence the master-builder or to contribute to the planning of the building).

That might seem, even to the most modest of philosophers, to understate the nature and
importance of their potential contribution (it is much more modest than Locke’s conception of the underlabourer). Their contribution surely need not be just to provide a clearer analysis of what practitioners already do and mean: it can also be to help them to avoid confusions or incoherences that hinder the law’s rational development and application; and providing such assistance involves not merely the exercise of certain distinctive transferable skills, but the application of substantive philosophical doctrines and theories. It also involves criticising as well as analysing: it must expose practitioners’ confusions or incoherences. So, for just one instance, a philosopher might try to explicate the concept of intention as it figures not just in our extra-legal discourse, but in the criminal law; but it will soon become evident that such an account cannot merely analyse existing usage, since that usage has been for so long beset by confusion. If we ask whether foresight of $X$ as a (virtually) certain effect of one’s action, what Bentham unhelpfully called ‘oblique’ intent,\textsuperscript{8} counts as an intention to bring $X$ about, we may be told that given proof of such foresight, a court may ‘infer’ or ‘find’ an intention to bring $X$ about, which implies that such foresight does not itself constitute intention;\textsuperscript{9} but both judicial dicta, and the absence of any indication of what more must be ‘found’ or ‘inferred’, suggest that the courts were treating such foresight as a species of intention.\textsuperscript{10} Philosophers are well-placed to expose, and to help to remedy, such confusions, drawing on ordinary techniques of conceptual analysis, and on philosophical discussions of intention.

This more critical kind of labour still fits Locke’s description of the underlabourer, whose task included clearing away or cleaning up the various ‘learned but frivolous use of uncouth, affected, or unintelligible terms’, the ‘[v]ague and insignificant forms of speech, and abuse of language’, that encumbered the pursuit of knowledge—a task that required them to ‘break in upon the sanctuary of vanity and ignorance’ and to expose the confusions of ‘those who will not take care about the meaning of their own words, and will not suffer the significancy of their expressions to be inquired into’.\textsuperscript{11} The underlabourer, it appears, can recognise rubbish
for herself, and may have to correct the master-builder about what counts as rubbish. Perhaps the underlabourer now becomes a civil servant: not yet a Sir Humphrey Appleby, whose aim is to manipulate his supposed political masters in line with his own agenda, but a civil servant as the rhetoric of government portrays her—one whose accepted responsibility is to assist the elected government in carrying through its agenda. A good civil servant of this kind provides incisive analyses, and clarifies the options amongst which political choices must be made. So too, philosophers can offer analyses of such concepts as intention, and clarify the choice that courts or legislators must make between a broader and a narrower legal concept of intention; but, on this view, it is no part of the philosopher’s responsibility to offer a view on which concept the law should use. Even if a clear, unitary concept of intention can be identified in extra-legal usage, the law is not bound to follow such usage; how intention should be defined in law depends on the purposes for which the concept is to be used in that context—an issue on which the philosopher as conceptual analyst has no distinctive expertise.

However (as civil servants often find) this very limited role cannot be sustained: one who takes her underlabouring role seriously will inevitably be driven to expand it, and to become a more ambitious (albeit still internal) critic of the practice that she seeks to serve.

The reason for this is simply that philosophical analysis cannot be limited to the analysis of concepts as distinct from the practices and structures of thought within which the concepts operate; indeed, once we recognise the implications of ‘meaning is use’, we must recognise that conceptual analysis itself must be an analysis of concepts as they are used, and thus of of the practices and structures of thought (the language games and forms of life) within which they are used. A philosophical analyst must therefore strive for a larger understanding of the criminal law as a distinctive normative practice: she might begin, for instance, with the concept of intention as it figures in criminal law; but that will lead her, if her analysis is to address the analysandum adequately, to look at the offence definitions within which the
concept figures, and at the larger structures within which those definitions are set; which will lead her, if her starting point is criminal law of the Anglo-American kind, to examine the orthodox distinction between ‘actus reus’ and ‘mens rea’ as the two central aspects of crimes, and the significance of intention as a species of mens rea; which will lead her to examine the general principles of criminal liability that underpin this structure.

Once analysis takes us this far, however, it must become a process not merely of analysis of what is unproblematically presented to us, but of rational reconstruction. What we find is not a self-explanatory practice whose logical structure and normative foundations are at once clear, but a complex array (in more pessimistic moods one might talk of a mess) of doctrines, statutes, declared rules or principles, decisions, and judicial arguments—all reflecting not the calmly detached reasoning of a system-building philosopher, but the various contingencies of the historical processes that have formed any system of law, and the conflicting influences on its development. The task (a task which proponents of ‘Critical Legal Studies’ might assure us is impossible, but which is at least worth trying) is then to try to make normative sense of this material: to fit it together into a rationally ordered normative whole that can be shown to express coherent principles and values, and to be adapted to the pursuit of identifiable ends. (That is not to say that a fully rational reconstruction must produce a normative structure that is free of all conflict: once we recognise the reality of conflicting, incommensurable values, we must recognise that conflicts or ‘contradictions’, even those between which only uneasy compromise rather than definitive resolution is possible, need not mark a rational deficiency in the system in which they are found; they might instead mark the way in which the system is sensitive to the plurality of values.)

That task of rational reconstruction is not (yet) fully Herculean, since it does not involve the construction of a political theory: but it is at least proto-Herculean, since its completion requires the (re)construction of a complete system of criminal law. Such a reconstruction will
inevitably require construction rather than just excavation or repair, blurring the always less than sharp distinction between ‘discovery’ and ‘creation’: the underlabourer might not have become a master-builder who starts from scratch with a grand design, but will certainly have to engage in some quite radical rebuilding. It will also, of course, require a substantial theory of mistakes: not only will particular judicial decisions turn out to be wrong, i.e. inconsistent with the doctrines, principles or rules that rational reconstruction shows to be implicit in that system of law; the same will be true of statutes, of doctrines, and of principles or slogans that many might see as entrenched features of our law. Two examples will illustrate this point.

Consider first s. 57 of the Terrorism Act 2000, defining an offence whose formal title is ‘Possession for Terrorist Purposes’.

(1) A person commits an offence if he possesses an article in circumstances which give rise to a reasonable suspicion that his possession is for a purpose connected with the commission, preparation or instigation of an act of terrorism.

(2) It is a defence for a person charged with an offence under this section to prove that his possession of the article was not for a purpose connected with the commission, preparation or instigation of an act of terrorism.

(3) In proceedings for an offence under this section, if it is proved that an article—

(a) was on any premises at the same time as the accused, or

(b) was on premises of which the accused was the occupier or which he habitually used otherwise than as a member of the public,

the court may assume that the accused possessed the article, unless he proves that he did not know of its presence on the premises or that he had no control over it.17

Someone whose ambitions were limited to describing the law could simply note that English law includes this offence, and perhaps note some of the ways in which it differs from other criminal offences—for instance in that it requires the defendant to disprove criminal purpose
rather than requiring the prosecution to prove it, and makes it easier than do many other
offence definitions for the prosecution to create a presumption of possession. Those who hold
to a Benthamite distinction between ‘expository’ and ‘censorial’ jurisprudence will no doubt
want to move beyond the description of such a law to a critique of its merits; but that critique,
they will argue, must be grounded in values extrinsic to the law itself (for true Benthamites it
must of course be grounded in the principle of utility—though it is not clear what judgment
on this statute would then emerge). There is also room, however, for an internal critique that
appraises the statute in the light of principles and aims that can be found in, or reconstructed
from, the law itself. The relevant principles and aims here include the declared aim of this
clause, the mischief of ‘possession for terrorist purposes’; the often declared general principle
that criminal guilt requires both an actus reus and a mens rea—though the internal critic must
also recognise the extent to which that principle is breached by our existing laws; and the
Presumption of Innocence, the ‘golden thread’ that runs through ‘the web of the English
Criminal Law’, according to which ‘it is the duty of the prosecution to prove the prisoner’s
guilt’ beyond reasonable doubt—guilt being understood to include both actus reus and mens
rea. Since this clause of the statute is aimed, as its heading makes clear, at those whose
possession is for terrorist purposes, the Presumption of Innocence will require the prosecution
to prove such purposes; but the statute relieves the prosecution of any such probative burden,
instead requiring the defendant to adduce evidence of the lack of such purpose; the clause is
therefore objectionable in terms of principles that supposedly inform our criminal law itself.

Second, consider the often asserted slogan that criminal liability requires an act: a slogan
that is taken not merely to describe our systems of criminal law, but to express a normative
principle by which they are structured. A purely descriptive theorist must recognise that our
existing laws often impose criminal liability without a suitable act, unless we are so to stretch
the meaning of ‘act’ that it becomes an empty truth that liability always requires an act. We
might then look to philosophy for an analysis of the concept of an act—itself no mean task; and we might, shifting into censorial mode, look for principled grounds on which we could either reaffirm the act requirement or argue that it should be abandoned—perhaps in favour of a ‘control’ requirement according to which what criminal liability requires is not an ‘act’, but an event or state of affairs over which the alleged offender has control. Some seek those grounds outside the law, in moral or political philosophy, and we will see in the next section that an adequate critique of the law cannot remain purely internal: but before we leap to the external standpoint, it is worth asking whether we can find within the criminal law, i.e. within this existing practice, the resources to provide an account of action and to render it plausible to assert, if not a strict act requirement, an ‘action presumption’ that criminal liability must normally be for an action that impinges on the world. In offering such an account, the theorist must draw on philosophy of action, and criticise the conceptions of action prevalent amongst judges and legal theorists; but she will still claim to be (re)constructing the criminal law from within, rather than constructing a new system from without.

(I have focused here on aspects of the substantive criminal law, but a similar process of rational reconstruction must also be applied to other dimensions of criminal law, for instance to the criminal process and criminal punishment. The task again is to ask what rational sense these features of a system of criminal law can make; and whilst the process must begin with the actual practices that are to be rationalised, and must remain true to what come to be seen as their central or essential features, it will also involve the articulation of ends and principles that are (at most) only implicit in our actual practices, as well as potentially radical critiques of other features of those actual practices that are inconsistent with those ends and principles. We might argue, for instance, that the best way to understand the criminal trial, at least in an ‘adversarial’ system, is not merely as an attempt to establish the truth, or to identify those who are eligible for punishment, but as a process that calls a defendant to answer to a charge
of criminal wrongdoing, and to answer for that wrongdoing if it is proved against her.27 Such an account is grounded in features of our existing practice of criminal trials—for instance in the rules concerning the defendant’s presence at and ability to participate in the trial; but it brings into sharp critical focus other aspects of the criminal process—of its formal structure, or of the ways in which it actually operates—which inhibit that purpose. Some such aspects might be rationalised as reflecting independent values that constrain our pursuit of the aim of calling alleged wrongdoers to answer; but others will not permit any rational reconstruction, and must be rejected as being inconsistent with the internal aims of the criminal process.)

The enterprise of rational reconstruction, and the internal critique of the criminal law that it generates, are important undertakings: they challenge the criminal law to be true to itself, whilst helping to (re)construct the self—the aims, principles and values—to which it is to be true. They are also, however, essentially incomplete undertakings, for so long as they seek to work only within the law: both reconstruction and critique must move from what is within the law to what is outside it.28

3. From Internal to External Critique

A rational reconstruction of the criminal law must, for two related reasons, look beyond the law itself; the critiques that it generates must therefore also appeal to values lying beyond the law.

First, reconstruction requires an idea of the purposes that are to be served by that which is to be reconstructed: if we are to rationally reconstruct $X$, we must know what $X$ is for. If our aim is reconstruction, rather than building anew from scratch, we will look for clues to those purposes within the law as we have it; but those purposes will concern the role of the criminal
law in a larger context. The most obvious such larger context is political: the criminal law is part of a legal system which is part of the formal apparatus of a state; rational reconstruction of the criminal law must therefore reconstruct it in ways that make it apt to play its proper role as part of that apparatus—which forces us to ask what that ‘proper role’ could be. But, depending on how we initially understand the criminal law from within, the larger context might also be moral. If the criminal law presents itself as being concerned with wrongdoing and with guilt, and unless it can be argued that legal wrong and legal guilt have nothing at all to do with moral wrong and moral guilt, criminal law must be appraised in the light of extra-legal conceptions of wrongs and of guilt: we must ask whether what it portrays as criminal wrongs can plausibly be seen as moral wrongs, and whether its criteria of criminal liability are consistent with plausible moral criteria of culpability.

Second, the aim of rational reconstruction is to make sense; when what is to be rationally reconstructed is a normative practice, the sense to be made is normative sense. This is not to say that the reconstructor must articulate purposes and values that she herself endorses; one can make normative sense of what one rejects, and make ‘detached normative judgments’ about a practice in which one does not participate, or to which one refuses allegiance. But the criteria of sense cannot be purely internal to the practice of which sense is to be made (we do not make sense of the beliefs of someone suffering from delusional paranoia by showing merely that they are internally consistent and satisfy the person’s own purported criteria of rationality): if our reconstruction is to be properly rational, it must produce something that ‘reasonable’ people could accept—a structure informed by purposes and values which, whilst they might not command our assent, at least demand respect. Or perhaps that is too naive a view, unless we espouse some version of Natural Law which either denies the title ‘law’ to utterly unjust systems, or denies that an unjust system could display the internal rationality that constitutes the ‘inner morality of law’; can we not rationally reconstruct a repugantly
unjust and oppressive system of law, thereby articulating with revealing clarity the utterly unacceptable goals or principles by which it is structured? Perhaps we can: but in so doing (which is the truth in Natural Law theory) we would be articulating goals which are claimed to serve some aspect of the common good of the polity whose law it is, and principles which are claimed to be just; we would therefore be exposing that system of law to critical appraisal in those terms—a critical appraisal whose relevance could not be denied.

However, even those who deny so very modest a necessary connection between law and morality, and insist on a classical positivist’s logical separation, also insist on the importance of censorial jurisprudence. Given the role that the criminal law plays in our lives; given its claims on our allegiance or our obedience; given its coercive, potentially oppressive character as an arm of the state: we cannot but subject it to a critical scrutiny grounded in moral and political values independent of the law itself. We might begin with a rational reconstruction that offers only an internal critique, but we cannot rest there; we must ask whether the system that we reconstruct is acceptable in terms of the deeper values that should inform the state’s dealings with its citizens. The criminalization of homosexual activity between consenting adults might be consistent with the values and principles internal to the local legal system; but liberals will argue that it is objectionable nonetheless—whether because such conduct is not even wrong, or because even those who regard it as morally wrong should also recognise it as a private matter that is not the state’s business. A particular legal system might weaken or even reject the Presumption of Innocence, and regularly require defendants to prove their innocence; but we would rightly argue that such a system, however internally and rationally coherent, is still objectionable for just that reason. A further task for normative philosophers (along with many others, of course) is to help to clarify the grounds on which such external critiques can be founded, and indeed to help to carry them through.
When we ask about these grounds, we confront some all too familiar controversies about
the ‘objectivity’ or otherwise of moral and political values. At one end of a long spectrum, we
find those who combine a robust moral (and metaphysical) realism with a version of Natural
Law theory, and look to establish certain universal, ahistorical truths about the proper aims of
the criminal law and the proper criteria of criminal liability. For Michael Moore, for instance,
the basic position is quite simple (although the development of a full theory of criminal law is
much more complex): criminal law is a ‘functional kind whose function is to attain retributive
justice’, by ‘punish[ing] all and only those who are morally culpable in the doing of some
morally wrongful act’;\(^{32}\) we can look to philosophy of action to tell us what an act is,\(^{33}\) and to
moral philosophy to tell us which acts are morally wrong; and we can therefore, in principle,
appraise each and every system of criminal law by the same objective, universal standards. At
the other end, we find those who espouse some version of wholehearted relativism, according
to which not only is any system of criminal law a product of the historical contingencies of its
time and place (which no one could deny), but any attempt at critical appraisal of any system
of criminal law is the product (or, as some would put it, ‘nothing more than’ or ‘merely’ the
product) of the critic’s contingent time, place and intellectual context. This is not the place to
rehearse such controversies, save to note that neither end of the spectrum is plausible. Robust
universalism of Moore’s kind ignores the way in which normative concepts and normative
theorising must be grounded in and are intelligible only within human practices, while radical
relativists ignore the extent to which human practices, human forms of life and language, are
porous—the extent to which conversation and argument is possible between them. We begin
to theorise in and from a particular context: we begin with a particular ‘we’ among whom the
theoretical conversation takes place,\(^{34}\) and a particular, contingent, subject matter on which
the conversation is focused (in this case, perhaps, the system of criminal law in which we find
ourselves). We then find, however, if we raise our eyes from what is immediately before us,
and open our ears to other voices, that the ‘we’ can be expanded to include people from other contexts, other different (but not alien) forms of life, other languages; that we can expand the subject matter of our conversation—for instance to include other systems of criminal law, and other political systems; and that rational discussion, argument, criticism and even agreement can transcend many of the contingencies on which relativists focus. We might even aspire to articulate values or norms that are ‘universal’ in the sense that we can assert their claims on anyone with whom human conversation is possible—which will also be to appeal to the idea of a normative community of humanity.\textsuperscript{35}

For present purposes, however, no such universalistic ambitions are necessary:\textsuperscript{36} we can generate a radical enough external critique of our criminal law without looking beyond those political and moral traditions within which we find ourselves. In particular, we can generate such a critique by asking what kind of criminal law could be apt for a polity that is properly structured by the values and idea(l)s of liberal democracy: what kind of criminal law could be consistent with, or indeed expressive of, those values and idea(l)s? To answer that Herculean question will of course involve engaging with the various controversies about how we should identify and understand the values and ideals of ‘liberal democracy’: theorists of criminal law cannot simply pick a political theory off the shelf of the philosophical supermarket. But they might well not have to take determinate stands on all those controversies, since different versions of liberal democratic thought are likely to converge on answers to at least some questions about the proper aims, scope and structure of the criminal law.

This is not the place for a detailed development of a liberal democratic theory of criminal law: all I would suggest here is that the idea of citizenship is likely to play a central role in such a theory. We should ask what kind of criminal law could be appropriate as the ‘common law’ of a polity of equal citizens: what kind of criminal law could they accept, and impose on each other and themselves as their law?\textsuperscript{37} If we also accept a conception of criminal law as a
set of practices whose central identifying feature is a focus on the identification and formal condemnation of wrongdoing, we can start to draw out some important implications about the scope, structure and aims of the criminal law. We can ask what kinds of wrong should be the business of the wrongdoer’s fellow citizens, simply in virtue of their shared membership of the political community—and criticise criminal laws that do not mark out genuine wrongs. We can ask how offences should be defined so that they pick out what can be recognised as wrongs by citizens, and ascribe liability only when condemnation is deserved. We can ask what kind of criminal process could be apt for citizens (to which, as noted above, one answer is that it should be a process that calls citizens to answer charges of public wrongdoing). We can ask what modes of punishment, with what aims, it could be proper for citizens to impose on each other, or to accept for themselves.

Plausible answers to these questions will, I am sure, point up the need for radical reforms to the scope of our criminal law (primarily, though not always, by reducing its scope); to the ways in which many offences, and defences, are defined; to the structure and operations of the criminal process; and to our system of criminal punishment. But they will also point to a further set of critical issues, concerning not the internal structure, content or operations of the criminal law, but the conditions of its legitimacy. If the criminal law binds us as citizens; if a criminal trial calls a citizen to answer to her fellow citizens for an alleged wrong that is their business in virtue of their fellow membership of the polity; if criminal punishment is, at least in crucial part, a way in which the polity communicates to a criminal wrongdoer the censure that his crime deserves: then a condition of the legitimacy of the criminal law’s claims, of the criminal trial and of criminal punishment is that those who are supposed to be bound, to be called to account or to be punished are indeed citizens—and are treated as such by those who would now subject them to trial and punishment. Suppose now that we come to recognise that all too many of those who appear in our criminal courts to be convicted and sentenced belong
to social groups that have suffered—more usually through indifference than through malice—various kinds of systematic and unjust disadvantage; that they have been, in fact if not by design, systematically excluded from many of the rights, benefits and opportunities that other citizens enjoy. The unjust disadvantages they have suffered might not justify or excuse their crimes, but it undercuts the standing of the polity, of their fellow citizens collectively, now to call them to account or punish them for those crimes. If this is our position now, it raises serious questions about how we can work towards a criminal law that can adequately justify its demands to those on whom they are imposed.

A philosophical approach to the criminal law can (indeed, must) take us from the modest ground-clearing of an under-labourer to more ambitious enterprises of rational reconstruction, which must lead to an internal critique of the criminal law as we find it, appealing to the ends and values that can be discerned in or constructed from the law itself. That internal critique must turn into an external critique which appraises the law in the light (initially) of its proper role within a political community, and of the political and moral values appropriate to that community. Such an external critique will, we can expect (given both the fallibility of human institutions, and the messy history of actual systems of criminal law), bring out clearly much that is wrong with our existing systems of criminal law, as well as suggesting (as constructive critique should suggest) ways in which those systems should be reformed, but it will also raise serious questions about the extent to which the legitimacy conditions of the criminal law’s demands on many of those whom it claims to bind are satisfied.

4. Who’s Listening?
A philosophical approach to the criminal law can generate these kinds of critique; it can offer suggestions for radical reform; it can raise questions about legitimacy. But who will listen, and who should listen, to such critiques, suggestions and questions? We can talk to each other (and to ourselves), we can talk to theoretically minded academic lawyers, we can talk to our students: but how can we, how should we, engage with the world in which laws are passed, policy is made, and the criminal law actually operates?

Philosopher-kings are fortunately a fantasy (and philosopher-prime-ministers do not have the same ring), and while there might be some scope for direct conversation with members of the legislature and with policy makers, philosophers will usually have more chance of making their voices heard through a range of governmental and non-governmental bodies lying at at least one remove from direct legislation and policy formulation. The Law Commission is one such body, but there are plenty of other, often less official, institutes, think tanks, policy fora and the like to which philosophers can hope to contribute. How far their contributions make a difference obviously depends on others’ willingness to listen; but two points are worth noting here about how philosophers should present themselves.

The first is obvious and familiar—that it is difficult, but vital, to find ways of presenting the arguments that do not misleadingly oversimplify them, but that nonetheless make them accessible to those who lack both formal philosophical training and time. Philosophers, with some notable exceptions, are not often good at this, but it is a skill that we need to acquire if we are to have the right to expect a serious hearing in public debate.

The second point concerns the role of ideal theory. A common criticism of philosophical normative theorising is that it produces what might well be beautiful idealised theories—but that those theories lack practicable application to the actual world: their actualisation would require a world so different from our own, inhabited by beings so different from us, that they can have nothing useful to say to us. There is real force to such criticisms of philosophical
theorising that forgets what it is supposed to be theorising about, but that should not dissuade philosophers from offering ideal theories which are avowedly distant from our actual world and our actual institutions; for such ideal theorising plays a vital role both in the critique of existing practice and in any attempt to reform it.

Suppose that we come to believe, on the basis both of the kind of rational reconstruction discussed above in s. 2, and of the values that we take to inform an appropriate idea of liberal democracy, that the substantive criminal law should ideally define as crimes any wrongs that are ‘public’ in the sense that they properly concern all citizens; or that a criminal trial should ideally be a process through which citizens are called to answer charges of such wrongdoing—a process that treats and respects them as responsible members of the political community; or that criminal punishment should ideally be a process that communicates a moral message of censure to the wrongdoer, and that seeks a repentant response from him. We must also then recognise not only that our existing systems of criminal law fall very far short of such ideals, but that once we attend to the likely effects of attempting to actualise such ideals, we will see that we should not even try to actualise them directly or completely—that any actual policy or practice must mark a series of more or less uncomfortable compromises with ‘the real world’. Nonetheless, we should not for that reason abandon the enterprise of ideal theory, or begin rather than end by compromising: for the ideal theory, if it is properly grounded in values that demand our allegiance, will both form the necessary basis of our critique of our existing practices, and provide the essential starting point for reformative endeavours. Indeed, if we are to compromise, we must first know what we are compromising: which is to say that we must try to articulate the ideal before we ask whether and how it must be compromised.

Ideal theory is, perhaps, the hallmark of normative philosophical theorising, and the main contribution that it can ultimately make to public policy. The task is not to abandon the ideal in the face of messy actualities or practicalities: it is to show first how the ideal is grounded in
values and principles that are discernible in existing practice, and then how we can begin to work back from the ideal towards an improved actuality.43
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